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In experiments which have recently been
conducted with various kinds of comb

foundation stress bas been
What Bees placed upon what founda-
Like Best. tion the bee, accept first.

Whilst this is of value it
may not be a very important point. The
bees do not of necessity store more houney
when given the aparantly favorite founda-
tion. We think R. L. Taylor, of the
Michigan Experimental Apiary is doing
very good work, but we regret that lie did
not succeed in having the different makes
of foundation from the same wax and the
temperature of milling taken into considera-
tion. If a note was to be taken of the
foundation to be first accepted, we should
think it would also be very important to
have every maker use the saine lubricant
upon the machines.

The fact of primary acceptance may or
may not have an effect upon the amounit of
honey gathered. Fancy is easily lead in
one direction or another. We would ex-
pect that the bees would take to the heavier
foundation most readily but we would also
expect, the make up otherwise being the
same, that the heavier foundation would
leave the greater amount of "fish bone."
This fishbone neyond a certain amount is a
very objectionable feature. We say beyonda
certain amount, for we believe that there mnay
be a thickness, beyond the natural comnb,
but not thick enough to prevent the septum
from erumbling, and it is therefore iot
noti-eI. In conncetion with this, doubtless,
bee-lraepers have noticed that the base uf
the ccmb in honey may be quite conspicious

if eaten when taken fron the hive twarm)
but the saine se.ction when cold shows no
such defect. the wax having become brittle.
In Mr. Taylor's experiments the merits of
individual samples are perhaps brought out
as strongly as it is possible to bring them
out.

Wt would engage that we could supply
sanples of fotindation milled upon the bane
mill set the saine way, and yet we can tell
beforehand which sample will be accepted
first by the bees and which will leave the
thinnest septum in the comnb.

We are tired of seeing sonie people crib the
best articles or thoughts from other Bee

Papers and then give only
Give Credit. credit by putting in the

initials of that paper
which means nothing to a great many
people. There is perhaps sonie excuse
when a general revibioi ib made, although
even then it would be a diffieult matter to
draw a line and say iii such an article that
the full naine should appear in another
only the initials. If there is a department
in wLich the same Journal is frequently
referred. to let the full naime be given the
first time and the Initials after that. In a
recent nuinber of the CANAWAN .BEE JOUR-
NAL, we find an extract and credit given
"A. B. J." and again Brother York's ad-
dress at the Xorth American Convention,
"'Disposing of the Hloney Crop" got separated
fron the report in setting up, showing that
unintentional mistakes will happen. But we
are not speaking of this, we speak cat a
regular practice, not of accident.


